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Midwest Conference and Annual Meeting and Symposium
Submitted by: St. Louis Unit
By now you should have received the brochure in the mail and several e-blasts about the upcoming
Midwest Conference and Annual Meeting and Symposium. Your hosts, everyone from the St. Louis
Unit, are looking forward to your joining us for this exciting meeting.
In this newsletter, you will see some articles and ads from some
of our sponsors and one of our speakers. This year’s meeting
will offer multiple exciting programs. Course descriptions and
objectives for most of the programs are included in this issue of
the newsletter. The conference is designed for you—a unique
and diverse group of professionals.
In an effort to give you as many CEUs as possible and to appeal
to care manages with various levels of experience, there will be a
pre-conference focused on care managers just getting started
and an advanced practice program which focuses on the issues
facing the more seasoned care manager, in addition to the
conference.
The pre-conference will have a presentation on geriatric
assessments with a focus on the Rapid Geriatric Assessment tool developed at Saint Louis University.
Following this, there will be a presentation on the use of technology and social media in your practice.
After the Annual Meeting ends, there will be an Advanced Practice Program, which is offered to the
Advanced Professional members. This is an informal program in which all attendees participate in
developing the agenda. We are fortunate to have two national ALCA leaders, Linda Fordini-Johnson
and Jan Welsh, present to facilitate the program. This is an opportunity to share your ideas and
experiences and learn from your colleagues.
Because one of the great take-aways from a chapter conference is having the opportunity to network
with your peers and get to know them both socially and professionally, there is time built in for
socialization at the opening night reception on Thursday and an optional Friday evening event at the
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Saint Louis Art Museum. Much thought has gone into providing the Art Museum tour and dinner as
an option. Consistent with the theme of “The Art of Caring”, the members of the unit are excited to
show off the World Class Saint Louis Art Museum and spend a relaxing evening with each other while
enjoying the beauty of the museum. Members who have attended past meetings have commented
that one of their most memorable times at the meeting was the optional event where they could relax
and get to know everyone after a long day of meetings. Lasting friendships and contacts have come
out of the optional activity in the past.
Our sponsors are such wonderful supporters of ALCA and Aging Life Care Managers. There will be
an exciting exhibit area available for you to learn about new resources to use with your clients. The
sponsors will be present at the Thursday night reception and the conference on Friday and Saturday.
The St. Louis Unit has worked diligently to bring you an exciting and inspiring program that will meet
your career needs and provide great memories. You will learn and have fun.
In an effort to keep your expenses down, the Frontenac Hilton Hotel has extended a low room rate, a
free shuttle to and from the airport and free parking. Remember to register by October 16th to receive
the early bird discount.

PRESIDENTIAL
MOMENTS

JENNIFER BEACH, LSW, MA C-SWCM

CHAPTER PRESIDENT 2017-2019
The change of season can be seen and felt across the Midwest. Daylight seems to be disappearing
as the cool evening air moves upon us. The beautiful fall colors are now in full bloom across the
Midwest. Fall can be an exciting time of year specifically for our chapter. Fall is the time when MW
Aging Life Care Professional from across the Mid-West region gather for our Annual Conference. This
year we are so excited about the opportunities our members can take full advantage of. The
conference theme and focus is Gateway To Life – The Art of Caring The two-day conference will be
held in ST. Louis, Missouri. The agenda is packed full great sessions, interesting topics, dynamic
speakers, and wonderful opportunities to meet and interact with colleagues from across the region.
On Thursday November 2nd, a pre-conference program The Art of Getting Started is being offered.
This is pre-session is a unique opportunity for newer Aging Life Care Professionals. The intensive
session offers a wealth in information, insight, and resources for those just getting started or recently
starting out in the profession. The conference officially kicks off Thursday evening with the opening
reception. I always enjoy seeing and catching up with my colleagues and meeting new members.
Enjoying delicious food and drink, meeting and learning about the vendors and sponsors, sharing in
the excitement of being with other professional is the perfect way to kick off the start of the
conference.
The St Louis unit has worked hard for over a year in developing a day-and-a-half program packed with
important relevant topics all successful Aging Life Care Professionals are eager to learn and discuss.
Topics include Understanding the Art of Diversity, Communication, Advocating and Navigating the
many complex issues affecting all of us as we age. Other important and needed topics will focus on
issues related to mental health and substance abuse. The conference will also provide a significant
amount of CEUs in the required areas for Aging Life Care. In addition, directly following the
conference will be a one-of-a-kind opportunity for the Certified Advanced Professional Aging Life Care
member, the Advanced Practice Retreat. This event will provide networking, camaraderie, for Aging
Life Care professionals to share and learn from the successes and mistakes of others. I am looking
forward to this informal, relaxed learning experience. I hope you will consider attending the conference
and one of the before or after sessions that best meets your needs. I look forward to meeting many
new members and working together to excel as the experts in Aging Well!

The Art of Communication: Generational Differences
by Paul Gantner, JD, MBA
Paul Ganter is a presenter at the ALCA Midwest Chapter Conference
this November in St. Louis. What follows is a sneak peek on his
topic.
Businesses face a growing challenge in dealing with generational
differences and tendencies. Research has found that how a person
communicates, works, shops, and buys depend as much on their age
as any other factor. Strategies and tactics that worked only five or
ten years ago will completely fail as a new generation enters the fray
and begins to have a larger impact on your business or
organization. For our purposes, we’ll discuss the five current
generations that impact upon our businesses and organizations. In
this limited space, I’ve listed some generalities and some advice on
how each generation may respond differently to the same
interactions and how the people of different generations may respond more positively to completely
different strategies. Remember, this is only meant to be a guideline. Of course everyone is an
individual and different from someone else.
The first generation we’ll discuss is the “GI Generation” or “Greatest Generation”, who were born
1901 – 1927. The youngest of them would be 93 years of age and likely play a smaller role in your
business at this point. They generally have strong models of teamwork to overcome and
progress. They are known for a strong sense of loyalty to their spouse, their family, their job, and their
country. Most grew up without modern conveniences like refrigerators, electricity, air conditioning,
TVs, radio or airplanes, leading to a sense of scarcity, never wanting to be in debt and a tendency to
save and buy with cash. While they are community-minded, they will often have a strong sense of
personal morality and near-absolute standards of right and wrong.
The second generation we’ll discuss is the Silent Generation (born 1928-1945). Identified by fixed
gender roles, these people spent their formative years in the 1950s, where men stayed at their
company their whole career and most women stayed home to raise children. If women had a job, it
would typically be as a teacher, nurse, or secretary. Marriage is for life, divorce and children out of
wedlock were rare. Retirement meant a chance to relax and be left alone, likely reading the
newspaper, until they passed. This generation has a tendency toward discipline, self-sacrifice and
caution.

The next generation is the Baby Boomers (1946-1964). This group came immediately following the
Second World War. This generation is typically credited with our national debt situation, as they are
often referred to as the ‘me’ generation. “Buy it now and use credit”. However, they are also the first
generation to perceive and talk about generational differences leading to attempts to define
subcultures including ‘hippies’ and ‘yuppies’. We may think of Woodstock and Rock ‘n Roll. This
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generation has a strong desire to change common values for the good of all. This generation turned
the tables on women’s place in the workplace and introduced on a wide scale the idea of two income
homes raising children. Equality and civil rights are a product of this generation. They also tend to be
more positive about authority, hierarchy and tradition, while fearing technology and innovation as an
indication of a new learning process that they’ll have to go through. This generation tended to be
more active, physically fit and wealthier than the previous generations. As one of the largest
generations in history, with 77 million people, their aging has changed the way we think of
retirement. Retirement might now be decades long with plenty of opportunity to learn and enjoy life.

Generation X is the common term for those born between 1965 and 1980. The MTV generation
and the introduction of pagers and basic cell phones. These people are defined by their individualistic
and entrepreneurial leanings. They often came home to an empty home as both parents were working
(known as ‘latch-key kids’). They don’t care much for big business or the government, which they
believe at many levels have failed their parents. They feel like a forgotten generation, being raised in
the transition phase between written based knowledge and digital information. They hold a strong
desire to learn, explore, and make a contribution. Therefore, a career change, or even seven, is not
unusual. They are typically, obsessed over individual rights more than the common good, are short on
loyalty and wary of commitment. Typically, this generation wants what it wants and will buy, even if it
means going into debt. They have instincts to be cautious, skeptical, and self-reliant.
I just want to note, as I fall in this time period, many publications and studies recognize a generation
between X and Millennials, called Xennials (I’ve even heard it called the Oregon Trail
Generation). This group would be born from 1975-1985 and holds a mix of the characteristics of
GenX and GenY, since they did know a world before computers and internet research. Also, many of
the people born in this time period, now have children and find it very hard to relate to Millennials.
Generation Y / Millennials are born between 1981 and 2000. They have great expectations for
themselves. They were nurtured by omnipresent parents, optimistic and focused. They have been
told over and over again that they are special, and they expect the world to treat them that way. They
prefer digital information as they grew up in a digital environment and have never known a world
without computers! They get all their information and most of their socialization from the internet and
some even describe them as tech dependent. Most prefer to work in teams. Since they now have
unlimited access to information and tend to be assertive with strong views, they need to know that
most information can provide confirmation bias. Millennials envision the world as a 24/7 place, not 85; and they want fast and immediate processing. They do not live to work, they prefer a more relaxed
work environment with a lot of hand holding and accolades.
You should communicate with and approach each generation with a working knowledge of the life and
world experiences that form a different baseline from your own and from ‘other’ clients. You will be
more successful and the relationship will be more positive by simply acknowledging these unique gifts
and charm offered by each generation.
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Note: There is a new generation after the millennials, Generation Z, or iGen, or Boomlets, born after
2001, which are shaping their definition as we speak! (Continued on following page.)
Please note: I use dates most commonly used in my research to separate generations, though there
are some sources who disagree by a few years in either direction.
Please plan on attending the conference this November to learn more!
__________________________________________________________________________________
Paul Gantner joined a small NAELA practice in 2009. In 2012, he left his associate label behind and
became a member of Your Estate Matters, L.L.C. Mr. Gantner has been able to bring his business and
legal education and experience into a firm that has for many years provided comprehensive estate
plans that meet clients' needs and expectations.

Midwest ALCA Conference an Opportunity
to Network and Learn from Experts in Our Field
By Lila Shepley, CMC
“A conference is a meeting, often lasting a few days, which is
organized on a particular subject or to bring together people who
have a common interest.” (Collins)
How comforting to be surrounded by your tribe. You speak the
same language. You have the same goals.
If you have attended before, you are most likely excited! You
know you will see old friends! You feel confident that you will make
new friends! You will take ‘just the right clothes’! You will take a
larger notebook for your extensive notes! You will change the
settings on Facebook ahead of time to allow for new friend
requests and to share your conference photos!
Maria Miscovic says “Attending the conferences are always a great
opportunity to network and learn from others in the field. You never know what interesting things are
going on with other businesses and chapters until you see them in person, attend a dinner after a day
of learning, or a special event with other members from around the country. I always find it helpful to
know that other care managers and Aging Life Care professionals have the same struggles and
questions about their practices as I do. People are always willing to help and offer ideas”.
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If this is your first conference, you may be nervous, with thoughts such as; “Who will be there?”, “Will I
make friends?”, “What should I wear?” Having attended two ALCA conferences before, and having the
same fears, rest assured that you can put them aside. The ALCA conference attendees are welcoming
and warm. We are Care Managers after all! We take care of people! We understand!
Conferences are days full of new and stimulating information. At the end of each day you will collapse
into bed, exhausted and exhilarated. You will be thinking of all the ways to incorporate this new
knowledge into your existing business model. Be sure to get a good night sleep as tomorrow is sure to
be just as enlightening.
Sharon Greenstein-Gorman, CMC, says, “my favorite things about ALCA conferences are meeting
other care managers, sharing their experiences and hearing incredible presentations full of new
information”.
_________________________________________________________________________________
“Lila Shepley is a certified geriatric care manager who has been practicing for over 15 years. She is
also a certified PAC (Positive Approach to Care) trainer for Teepa Snow. Lila is currently practicing at
A+ Aging Advantage in St. Louis, Missouri.”

Special Thanks to Our
2017 ALCA Midwest Chapter Conference
Gold Sponsor

2017 Annual Meeting and Symposium
Course Descriptions and Objectives
Friday November 3, 2017

(5.5 CEU’s Pending)

8:30-10:30am

The Art of Diversity—Embracing a Diverse Community
Wilma Saunders Schmitz, MA, CMC
Course Description: The aging population is increasingly more diverse including not only
people of color, but also increasing numbers of older ethnic clients. Today’s workforce is both multigenerational and multi-cultural. These changes can create roadblocks to effective practices if new
skills and knowledge related to this evolving group of older adults are not learned and put into
practice.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Understand the key concepts of diversity and inclusion.
2. Identify common roadblocks and misconceptions for diversity.
3. Learn the added value diversity and inclusion can bring to your GCM practice.
4. Be able to incorporate all types of diversity into your care management practice.
5. Implement inclusive standards into care management practice.
11:15-12:15 pm

The Art of Communication—Generational Differences
Paul Gantner, JD, MBA
Course Description: This course will discuss how challenges exist in a variety of workplace
communication scenarios and how the first step to overcoming the challenges are to recognize that
they exist.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Enhance communication between generations.
2. Enhance communication with your clients and prospective clients.
3. Recognizing communication beyond the words.
1:45-2:45 pm

The Art of Loving – Introduction to Pet Hospice
Dawnetta Woodruff, DVM
Course Description: An introduction to Veterinary Hospice- what it is and is not. How we can
best help families through this tender time.

Goals and course objectives:
1. Understand the importance of strong communication.
2. Understand specific words/actions that comfort clients.
3. Recognize ways being at home eases stress/grief.
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3:15-4:45 pm

The Art of Advocating and Navigating—
Legal Protection for You and Your Client
Christine Alsop, JD + Debbie Emmelkamp, MSW, LCSW
Course Description: Learning to avoid being called as a witness and when it happens, learn
how to handle.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Understand the importance of very good record keeping.
2. Understand what to do if summoned to testify.
3. Learn how to testify effectively.
Saturday November 4, 2017 (5.5-6.5 CEUs Pending)
8:30-10:00 am
The Art of Dying –End of Life Challenges
Ira Kodner, MD and Patrick White, MD
Course Description: Description of challenges at end-of-life, including hospice and palliative care.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Recognize the ethical challenges related to end-of-life.
2. Recognize the social and financial challenges related to end-of-life.
3. Learn best utilization for hospice and palliative care.
10:00-11:00 am

Bringing the Arts to Your Clients- Alternative Therapies
Lynn Friedman Hamilton
Course Description: Share with attendees my life as Executive Director of Maturity and its
Muse. Our mission: To promote positive and productive aging through the arts.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Inspire attendees to develop programs for their clients.
2. Share with attendees the opportunities that I develop for my clients.
3. Discuss varied programs for varied types of client needs.
11:00-12:00 pm

The Art of Resourcing—Utilizing Your Network
Gail Lee, MA, LCSW, CCM
Course Description: Review methods to build community networks and utilize resources most
effectively to enhance the quality of care that your clients are receiving.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Participants will learn development of effective networks in the community to improve client
outcomes.
2. Participants will identify 3-4 new resources to utilize when providing care management.
3. Participants will learn how to effectively utilize their networks.
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12:00-1:00 pm

The Art of Reasoning—Mental Health in Aging
William Redden, MD
Course Description: Review mental health issues/disorders in aging populations. Raise
awareness about when to seek professional help. Discuss ways/strategies that can help one age
“successfully”.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Discuss common mental health issues
2. Normal aging vs progression to memory problems
3. Successful aging tips
1:00-2:00 pm

The Art of Denial—Substance Abuse in the Elderly
Sheila Hunt, MA, LPC
Course Description: Substance abuse in the elderly is one of the fastest growing health
problems facing the country. Even so, the problem remains underestimated, under identified, under
diagnosed, and under treated. This educational offering will discuss the difficulties identifying elderly
substance abusers, risk factors for substance abuse in the elderly, the stages of early and late
substance abuse and how to assess substance abuse in the elderly.

Goals and course objectives:
1. List 3 reasons why substance abuse goes undetected in the elderly.
2. Identify the 3 symptoms of both early and late stages of substance use.
3. Administer the CAGE screening tool to identify substance use in the elderly.
2:00-3:00 pm

The Art of Senior Sex—Ethics and Family Controversy
Angela Skuru, M.Ed., LMFT
Course Description: We will discuss sex within the geriatric population. STD rates, facility
rules, and family controversies.
Goals and course objectives:
1. Normalize sex in the elderly as a human right.
2. Explain some rules for facilities.
3. Discuss ways individuals/companies can advocate for individuals’ sexual health.
4. Explore controversies that come up.

Peer Case Teleconferences
Sign up now for an ALCA Peer Case Teleconference! These monthly meetings are part of your
member benefit package and are free to active members. These toll-free conference calls challenge us
to approach our unique day-to-day care management activities in creative new ways and meet ALCA
certification requirements for consultation/supervision too!
Advance registration is required. Watch for monthly e-blasts about how to take part.

SCHEDULE
All Peer Case Teleconferences are held on the third Wednesday of each month
at 4:00 PM CT / 5:00 PM ET













October 18, 2017
November 15, 2017
December 20, 2017
January-No PCC (New Year)
February 21, 2018
March 21, 2018
April 18, 2018
May-No PCC (Annual Meeting)
June 20, 2018
July 18, 2018








August 15, 2018
September-No PCC (Jewish Holiday)
October 17, 2018
November 28, 2018*
December -No PCC (Christmas
Holiday)

*Denotes 4th Wednesday due to
Thanksgiving previous week

BECOME A PRESENTER
All members are welcome to volunteer to present a case (we encourage your participation)!
We need one volunteer each month. Units are asked to encourage members to participate. Contact
the committee member listed below or your unit leader if you are interested in presenting.
NOTE: cases can be past issues that you want feedback on or a current challenging case.

QUESTIONS? CONTACT:
Beth Zurliene Hartman, MPH, BSN, RN, CMC
(618) 823-8485
ezurliene@charter.net

Maureen Jensen, BSN, BS, MPA, CCM
(906) 250-4975
mjensenmcm@gmail.com

Midwest Chapter ALCA - UNIT LEADERS- 2017
Chicago: Julie Fohrman-Co-Chair
North Shore Geriatric Care Management – Highland Park, IL 60035
(847) 780-4733 □ Julie@northshoregeriatric.com
Chicago: Tracey Olson-Co-Chair
Age Well Solutions, LLC – Western Springs, IL 60558
(708) 646-4543 □ traceyolsonlcsw@gmail.com
Cincinnati: Peggy Slade-Sowders
Living Well Senior Solutions – Cincinnati, OH 45227
(513) 561-0222 □ pslade-sowders@erslife.org

Central Ohio: Jeanna McElroy
Senior Support Services, LLC- Pickeringon, OH 43147
(614)887-7750 □ Jeanna@seniorsupportservicesohio.com
Cleveland: Bridget Ritossa
Careplan Geriatric Care Managers- Chesterland, OH 44026
(440) 476-9534 □ bridget@careplangcm.com
Detroit:
No Unit Leader
Indiana: Susan Wack
SW Professional Care Management, LLC – Carmel, IN 46082
(317) 496-7062 □ susanwack@gmail.com
Illiana: Sara Moore
Illiana Care Solutions, LLC – State Line, IN 47982
(765) 337-3995 □ saracares@hotmail.com
Iowa:
No Unit Leader
Kansas City: Annice Davis White
The Caring Heart – Overland Park, KS 66212
(913) 907-8666 □ thecaringheart@sbcglobal.net
SE Wisconsin: Kari Klatt
Stowell Associates – Milwaukee, WI 53211
(414) 963-2600 □ karik@caremanagedhomecare.com
St. Louis: Judy Mange
Aging Well – St. Louis, MO 63244
(314) 962-9115 □ mangej@msn.com

Third Quarter Unit Report
Unit of MW
Chapter

# Meetings
Held

# Members
Attending

# Guests
Attending

# New
Members

Chicago

1

9

0

0

Columbus

2

4,4

0

3,0

Cincinnati

1

5

0

0

Cleveland

2

2,2

0,2

0,0

Illiana

2

4,5

0,2

0,1

Indiana

2

5,5

0,0

0,1

Kansas City

2

3,4

0,0

0,0

SE Wisconsin

0

St. Louis

4

24,15,20,20

5,2,n/a,4+2
presenters

0,0,1,0

Units to be Developed
Detroit
Iowa
Kentucky
Minneapolis
Virtual Unit

Awaiting

Chapter

Survey
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CHICAGO by Tracy Olson: What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were featured
this quarter?
7/19/17 - Amy Nathan,LCSW, of the Northshore Senior Center presented the subject, “ Seniors Bullying
Seniors.” One CEU was available.
What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter? NONE
Share news of your Outstanding Members:
Other news and concerns from your Unit
Has your unit requested any monies this quarter? If so, please describe the project.
Does Unit request input or information from MW Unit Chairs or Chapter Board?
COLUMBUS by Jeanna McElroy: What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were
featured this quarter?
We created a flyer with all our business’ information on it and then all 4 of us met with the care coordinator
supervisor at one of the local hospitals to educate on our services. We had a great 45 minute face to face
meeting. This supervisor will pass along our information not only to her staff at that hospital, but to the other
surrounding “sister” hospitals within the same system. We may be able get permission to provide a CEU
opportunity for the staff at their hospitals and physician offices.
What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter?
One of our members was featured in an article in our local newspaper.
Share news of your Outstanding Members:
Other news and concerns from your Unit
Has your unit requested any monies this quarter?
If so, please describe the project.

No

Does Unit request input or information from MW Unit Chairs or Chapter Board?
Please note issue(s) or questions. No, thank you.
CINCINNATI by Peggy Slade Sowders:
What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were featured this quarter?
Tracy Collins shared information on the upcoming Ohio Guardianship Conference. Some local Care
Managers attending to pursue growing their practice in that area.
What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter?
Reviewed the St Louis Chapter sheet and update with Cincinnati information (thank you) and also the FL
Chapter value sheet. Will be used as handouts at upcoming events that any Care Manager may be
attending.
**Was asked to display at the Parish Health Ministries National Conference in No KY but chapter decided
they cost exceeded the benefit for the local practices.
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Our first speaker scheduled for our June meeting – had to cancel and we have not been able to
reschedule her – will attempt for our Fall meeting.
Share news of your Outstanding Members:
Paula Dunlap on ballot for MW Board of Directors.
Other news and concerns from your Unit
Plan to use $300 available to unit for promotion this year.
Tracey Collins agreed to do PCC in NOV .
Has your unit requested any monies this quarter?
If so, please describe the project.

No

Does Unit request input or information from MW Unit Chairs or Chapter Board?
Please note issue(s) or questions. Ann and Jan from our unit were checking with National and MW
Chapter regarding Licensure for CMC certification in KY vs. OH
CLEVELAND by Bridget Ritossa:
What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were featured this quarter?
CEU for CCM’s on 8/30 at Brookdale Westlake Village

What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter?
Leader asked that unit members attend and bring a guest. We had 2 guests 8/30.
One from the Alzheimer’s Association and one from a care management agency.
Share news of your Outstanding Members:
NA
Other news and concerns from your Unit
Has your unit requested any monies this quarter?
If so, please describe the project.
Does Unit request input or information from MW Unit Chairs or Chapter Board?
Please note issue(s) or questions.
ILLIANA by Sara Moore: What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were featured
this quarter? Our Members continue to attend a variety of different events in their local areas of
service. Events such as Health Fairs, Senior Expos, Alzheimer’s Association Events, and an Aging
Conference were attended. Many of the events, our members had a vendor table or were a sponsor of the
event.
What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter?
All members agree that the ALCA banners have been very helpful with spreading the word of ALCA. Our
unit just used our special funds to purchase another banner since our unit is so spread out. Now we have
two banners now for the unit to share when attending special events to promote the mission of ALCA.
Share news of your Outstanding Members: Several members continue to benefit from
partnerships with Humana while also still serving their private clients.
All but one of our members planning on attending the Midwest Chapter Conference in November.
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INDIANA by Susan Wack: What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were featured
this quarter? Every other month our Unit meets at a local restaurant for fellowship & support.
While the number meeting may be small, we are getting to know one another on a personal as well as
professional basis.
Our regular Unit meeting had Dr. Janine Fogel, a Family Medicine doctor present on the Transgender
Health & Wellness Clinic Program that has been open since March 2016. The incidence of transgender or
gender non-conforming is .5 - 1.2% of the population (the same incidence as Type 1 DM) and 40% of this
population will attempt suicide. Definitions were explained between sex, gender (expression vs. identity),
transgender, gender variant/non-conforming, & cisgender. Dr. Fogel was not able to provide much
information on aging related to transgender health but said she is seeing more older adults in her clinic as
a result of a more accepting society. She provided examples of ways that businesses can signal a
welcoming, safe, & inclusive environment in their written and verbal communication.
What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter?
Share news of your Outstanding Members:
Other news and concerns from your Unit

Has your unit requested any monies this quarter?
If so, please describe the project.

No

Does Unit request input or information from MW Unit Chairs or Chapter Board?
Please note issue(s) or questions.
KANSAS CITY by Annice Davis-White:
What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were featured this quarter?
One member gave a presentation on planning your aging life. How will you age, what are you doing now
toward your goal. This program was not directed to finance but your emotional life planning.
What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter? KC continues
to plan for an upcoming “Face Book”.
Share news of your Outstanding Members:
Shara Spilker gave the workshop on planning your aging life.

Other news and concerns from your Unit
Lauren Bond will be giving a onetime work shop for caregivers through University of Missouri at Kansas
City (Communiversity) on October 3rd.
Has your unit requested any monies this quarter?
If so, please describe the project. No
Does Unit request input or information from MW Unit Chairs or Chapter Board?
Please note issue(s) or questions. Not at this time
SE WISCONSIN by Kari Klatt: No meetings held.
Other news and concerns from your Unit
We are focused on planning a program hosted by Stowell and then looking ahead to 2018. Have
recruited a new unit member from Stowell too.
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ST LOUIS by Judy Mange:
What Educational Programs, Activities, Special Projects were featured this quarter? The July
meeting was held at a new memory care assisted living facility, where we had a CEU presentation on
“New Concepts in Memory Care”.
Discussion was held on the statistical tracking for business and the planning for the chapter conference.
The August meeting was held in Illinois. We had a discussion on the summary for the first 2 quarters of
the statistical data which has been collected and the conversion rate of inquiries becoming clients.
We then discussed the planning for the conference.
We held a retreat in August with the primary discussion centered around planning for the chapter
conference.
The September meeting was again held in Illinois. There were 2 representatives from AARP who
presented on the local and national AARP initiatives. There was discussion on how we can coordinate our
resources and help each other.
What PR Activities have been helpful in promoting GCMs in your area this quarter?
Several individuals have been making presentations and speaking about Aging Life Care. The banner is
used at every unit meeting.
There was discussion and a little interest of a few members to exhibit at a Missouri NAELA meeting in
November.
Share news of your Outstanding Members:
Other news and concerns from your Unit
Has your unit requested any monies this quarter?
If so, please describe the project.

No

Does Unit request input or information from MW Unit Chairs or Chapter Board? No
Please note issue(s) or questions.
Developing Unit Updates:
Virtual Unit: An article about the possible forming of a Virtual Unit was written and went out to the Midwest
Chapter members in July 2017 and requesting interested individuals to contact the Unit Leaders. To date
there has been no response. A “virtual meeting” was held on 8/29 with our Chapter President, Unit
Leader, and interested national members to observe how a virtual meeting might be run. This was
hosted by Keith Meneskie of the FL Chapter as they are conducting virtual meetings and CEU webinars.
The Unit Leaders plan to pass out a survey at November’s Midwest conference to solicit interest in a
Virtual Unit.
Other Developing Units (Detroit, Iowa, Kentucky, Minneapolis) Unit leaders made direct calls to members
in developing unit areas who either participate in the monthly PCC’s or have expressed an interest in a
Unit. People continue to express interest in participating but are unwilling to lead/organize.

“We’re always looking for more NEWS!”
Please send your articles or ideas to our editor at ann@ourcarelink.com
EDITOR: Ann Sutton Burke, MPA, BA, CMC · ann@ourcarelink.com
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE: Kari Klatt, RN, LCSW, C-ASWCM

·

Jan Welsh, MS, LPC, CMC, CRC

Welcome New ALCA Members!
Cheryl Coyle
Minot, ND

Rachel Hodesh
Cincinnati, OH

Jody Paris
Mt. Clemens, MI

Jay Kweskin
Chesterfield, MO

Kris Scarfone
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI

Sam Moore
Stateline, IN

Carmon Carr
Chicago, IL

September new members will be included
in the next edition of the newsletter.

We want this to be
THE Premium Newsletter for
Long Term Care & Geriatric Issues

Positioning Rates:
Back half page $175
Special Placement add $35

Send us suggestions/info on:

Seminars

Educational Opportunities

Newsworthy Info

Personnel Changes

Issue Published/Material Closing Dates
Jan 12—December 25
April 5—March 29
July 5—June 28
October 4—September 27

ADVERTISE NOW!
In the ALCA Newsletter
Full Page $125 ● 1/2 Page $85
1/4 Page $65 ● 1/8 Page $35

For More Info Contact the Editor:
Ann Burke via email at
ann@ourcarelink.com

MWALCA COMMITTEES, 2017
STANDING COMMITTEES
(required in by-laws)
Executive Committee
(Pres, VP, PP, Pr El, Secy, Tr)
Jennifer Beach President, Chair
Past President – Deb Feldman
Vice-President – Kari Lee Klatt
Secretary – Dorian Maples

Finance Committee (3-4 members)

Membership (4-8 members)

Cheryl Hendrixson, Chair
Debbie Feldman
Elizabeth Zurliene
Judy Mange

Bridget Ritossa, Chair
Sandi Kistner

Nominations (3- 5 members, 1-yr. term)
Chair – Deb Feldman
Tracey Olson

AD HOC COMMITTEES
Mentoring (2-4 members)

Chair, Maria Miskovic
Judy Mange
Sharon Greenstein-Gorman
Peer Case Conferencing
(4-6 members)
Co-Chair, Beth Zurliene
Co-Chair, Maureen Jensen

Electronic Communication
(3-5 members)
Chair, Maria Miskovic
Jeanna McElroy
Ethics – (3-5 members)
Chair, Susan Wack
Co-Chair – Judy Mange

Newsletter (4-8 members)

Chair, Ann Sutton Burke
Jan Welsh
Kari Klatt
St. Louis Conference
(3-10 members)
Chair – Judy Mange
St. Louis Unit

Unit Coordination (Chair(s)
+ unit coordinators)
Co-Chair, Judy Mange
Co-Chair, Susan Wack
+ Unit Coordinators
Per Bylaws: The Nominating Committee of not less than three or more than five members, with an attempt
to reflect the geographic distribution of MC, shall be appointed by the President with the approval of the
Board. The nominating committee shall serve for a one-year term.
Per Bylaws: “Executive Committee. The Officers shall consist of the President, President-Elect, VicePresident, Secretary, Treasurer, and Immediate Past President. These Officers shall comprise the Executive
Committee, with the Immediate Past President serving as a non-voting member of the Executive Committee.”

